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We are undersigned directive committee of association national combatent Somal~ We 
have honour to make this foll~wing lines: 

We want our right of the danage of the war 1941, and before that Italian Government 

doesn't want to supply the liquidation which has been approved by the under 

trusteeship consulte of UNO in New York. Again Italian government predend to 

liquidate every mon~ 30 cents for a person, we can't agrr with that, becouse 

that is not right, he said that the liqin.dation will be supply same as Eli tries, 

and Libies also he published on the Somalia Corriere, but it was not true. 

Libies and Elitries did not take their liqiudation in that way. Now we declare 

that we only want our right which Italian Government himself wants to supply in 

bad way, again we do not try to force anybody of his own pro~erty, but we want 

only our right w~ic:!l we must have for the honour of U.N.O. in the human being 

right way. We said already, and saying now if Italian Government doesn't give 

us our right in peace way we donot live our right anyway. We told already!/ and 

telling now to U.N.O. that we went right from Italian Government, if he doesn't 
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give then we are going to die under his fire. l-7e beg U.N.O, to consider our 

application deeply. 

I ,M Sir your obedient servant. 

Hubei Nur Ali 

Farah Hohamed Omar 

Ali hiloule Aianle 

Hersi Data Giama 

Mogadiehu Abril 1959. 

President 

Segretary 

V pres. 

V Segr. 

(Signed) 
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